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INTRODUCTION
Motor Mouse was born in 2009, and almost immediately became a hit after the founders appeared on the
BBC’s Dragons Den. The idea being quality computer mice in the form of iconic cars with well thought out
design and outstanding engineering. The original Motor Mouse, the Classic Sportscar, received backing from
the investor James Caan. In November 2014 we purchased the company to continue its success. With plans
for new models and to continue its quality we sincerely hope you love it as much as we do and our customers
do.

HERE IS A SAMPLE OF OUR CUSTOMER FEEDBACK FROM THE PAST FEW MONTHS
“I purchased your fabulous Motor Mouse about a year ago on a Copenhagen/Manchester flight. I bought it for
my Grandson who lives for his computer and I have to say I love it!”

“Thanks a million, much appreciated. This is what I call a very good customer service.”

“Awesome! It’s really service great from you and your company. I would thank you in person if one day our
path cross again! Anyways, I wish you all the best and good luck.”

“Thank you for your help I received the mouse today, very fast service thank you.”

PRODUCTS
THE CLASSIC SPORTSCAR
RRP - £32.99
The original Motor Mouse, the Classic Sports
car was the first of our superbly manufactured
mice. This is an exceptional ergonomic mouse
that is comfortable for all day use and feels
solid in your hand! It will turn heads and wow
with its chrome alloy wheels, rubber tyres and
working headlights. It features an opening
boot where the batteries go and you can store
the receiver to keep it safe when not in use.
The mouse comes in 5 classy colours; black,
red, pink, silver and blue.
As with all our wireless mice it features clever power saving technology so that when the mouse is not in use it
does not run the batteries flat. It comes with a unique 2.4 GHz wireless receiver which is the smallest in the
world! The mouse has a 1200DPI optical sensor that provides precise and stable movement making usage
faster and more accurate. The mouse also features a ‘spare tyre’ type scroll wheel which is super wide and
comfortable.
Also in the box is a mouse mat, batteries and a microfiber carry pouch to keep it safe from wear and tear when
being carried around.

THE ASTON MARTIN DB9
RRP - £34.99
The latest release by ‘Q’ at leading brand MotorMouse is the Aston Martin DB9. With working
headlights and exquisite detail, this is a high tech
fully functioning, wireless mouse that will grace any
executive’s desk. It is perfectly suited for extended
usage as the mouse fits perfectly in your hand; it is
ergonomic and looks the part.
As with all our wireless mice it features clever
power saving technology so that when the mouse is
not in use it won’t use up all that fuel. It comes with
a unique 2.4GHz wireless receiver which is the
smallest in the world! The mouse has a 1200DPI
optical sensor that provides precise and stable
movement making usage faster and more accurate.
Also in the box is a mouse mat, batteries and a microfiber carry pouch to keep it safe from wear and tear when
being carried around.

THE CLASSIC MINI COOPER
RRP - £ 34.99
Our first iconic branded product, this is an exact replica of the
original 1960’s Classic MINI, but with the same beautiful
engineering quality of our original Motor-Mouse. Think
‘The Italian Job’ and relive those glory days by having
this fantastic optical wireless mouse on your desk. With
opening boot just like our other mice, it’s exceptionally
well built and looks great.
The mouse comes in three brilliant colours; Red, White and Blue and each
mouse now includes a decal sheet so that you can customise it to your liking.
As with all our wireless mice it features clever power saving technology so that when the mouse is not in use it
won’t use up all that fuel. It comes with a unique 2.4 GHz wireless receiver which is the smallest in the world!
The mouse has a highly sensitive 1200DPI optical sensor that provides precise and stable movement making
usage faster and more accurate.
Also in the box is a mouse mat, batteries and a microfiber carry pouch to keep it safe from wear and tear when
being carried around.

THE BMW MINI COOPER S
RRP - £33.99
The MINI Cooper S – the stylish iconic up to date
MINI cooper S with all the engineering quality of
Motor Mouse. Included is the decal sheet and you
can have the union jack or chequerboard roof – even
create your own number plate! This is another
beautifully engineered optical wireless mouse that
will put drive into your computing.
As with all our wireless mice it features clever power
saving technology so that when the mouse is not in
use it won’t use up all that fuel. It comes with a 2.4GHz wireless receiver which is the smallest in the world!
The mouse has a 1200DPI optical sensor that provides precise and stable movement making usage faster and
more accurate.
Also in the box is a portable mouse mat, batteries and a microfiber carry pouch to keep it safe from wear and
tear when being carried around.

LONDON TAXI TX4 | WIRED
RRP - £15.99
The world famous British Black Cab. With all the
engineering quality of Motor-Mouse this is an
identical replica of the TX4 Black Cab seen
around the streets of London and other major
cities. This wired, 1000DPI product has working
headlights and a yellow ‘taxi for hire’ roof light.
This superbly engineered mouse is suitable for
Mac & Windows connection. The gift box
features the London skyline and a brief history of
the taxi.

